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A young smuggler by the name of Han Solo is on a mission to rescue his pal Chewbacca. Which of
course brings some trouble along the way... "Han Solo: A Smuggler's Trade" is a 13-minute live
action short film from December 2016 that managed to get pretty popular through Youtube. The title
already tells you that it jumps on the recent Star Wars bandwagon and here we have Han Solo out
on his quest to save Chewbacca who is held captive by a bad guy. That's all there is to it. The scene
early on with the green lady and the firing in the desert feels very random and thrown in with no
further connection to the story. Visually, in terms of sets, costumes and effects, it is above-average
for a fan film, but the story is really only good enough for half the runtime. This is a bit of a shame as
with Doug Jones (playing the bad guy) this one has an actor with a talent and experience that is
usually not to be found in short films, especially rookie works because this is the very first credit for
writer and director Keith Allen. The Han Solo actor looks the part physically, especially in costume,
but his recurring smile is not working. And there are more problems with this movie if you look at it
in detail, for example how he shouts at Chewbacca while fighting and the bad guy won't even mind.
So yeah, it's a relatively forgettable film and only worth seeing for the very biggest Star Wars fans.
Everybody else can skip it and they won't be missing much. I give it a thumbs-down. Pretty damned
impressive! nuff said! it Maybe not! it is pretty damned sad when a fan film is better than the three
prequels. The story is good and fits in the "Star Wars" universe. I hate when fans whine about how a
studio screwed up a franchise and how they could do it better...Only to turn out terrible, amateurish
drive;l! Not so here! This director has a future and all of the acting is solid, something devoid in your
average fan film. The actor who plays Solo, just doesn't ape Harrison Ford, there is acting and a
character going on As a stuntman and stunt coordinator, i have to commend you on the fight scene.
Shot sp you can see what is going on, without shaky cam and weasel on acid hyper editing. Bravo,
well done a5c7b9f00b 
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